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Abstract. In this paper, we present the design of Πit, an Aldor
library to express parallel programs. Aldor is a general purpose pro-
gramming language designed for computer algebra and Πit provides an
Aldor low-level interface that interacts with hardware or system tools
in order to express parallelism. Additionally, Πit provides an API that
hides any low-level details such as sending messages, creating threads
and provides an interface for data parallelism. This paper presents our
design decisions and our implementation as well as examples of how easy
Aldor programmers can implement parallel algorithms in a high-level
abstract way with Πit.

1 Introduction

During the last decade, an important thread of research in the area of computer
algebra has addressed questions of parallelism: parallel analysis of the complexity
of problems, development of parallel algorithms and the design/implementation
of parallel systems.

Currently few of these systems are in use for general purpose computer al-
gebra problems. Even if main challenges (data management, tasks scheduling
and interface design) in the implementation of a computer algebra system have
solutions, most of these systems have been depreciated due to the high costs
of development necessary to ensure portability of sources with good efficient
programs at runtime.

This paper deals with the design of Πit, an Aldor library for parallel compu-
tation. By reducing the number of functions needed for portability and by using
standard tools (MPI and a POSIX thread kernel, Aldor) we believe that the
library is portable across different architectures. Moreover, by using a high-level
programming interface with a scheduling algorithm, we ensure portability and
efficiency.
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One key point in implementing a parallel computer algebra system is the
ability to reuse a sequential computer algebra kernel that will be plugged in to
a library supporting parallelism (thread kernel, data communication). The key
point of this method is to have an efficient integration for communication of data
exchange without a costly overhead due to conversion of representation. More-
over, due to the irregularity of computer algebra programs and for portability
on various architecture, a parallel computer algebra system should be able to:

– manage parallelism such as task creation, communication, shared memory
etc.

– have a dynamic scheduler as most of the task dependencies are only known
at runtime.

– automatically free non-used objects with a garbage collector.

In the last ten years, several experimental systems has been developed in
order to experiment with parallel computer algebra algorithms on various paral-
lel architectures. Parsac-2[16] is a parallel version of the SAC-2[12] Computer
Algebra system, based on S-threads for shared memory systems and a fork-join
paradigm. A distributed version called DTS (Distributed Thread System)[2] has
also been implemented. A first version of the C++ library for computer algebra
called Givaro [15, 14] has been developed using the fork-join paradigm. Cur-
rently Givaro relies on a new version of Athapascan-1 [13] that permits easy
expression of synchronizations between tasks by putting annotation of access
made on objects into a (virtual) shared memory (that enables at runtime the
unfolding of the data flow graph). Moreover, using Athapascan-1, the schedul-
ing is a plug-in that could be specify by annotation without any change to the
source code.

Sugarbush[6] is a parallel symbolic computation system based on the com-
puter algebra system Maple and communicates a textual representation through
the tuple space provided by Linda. Some applications based on the system have
been reported [5]. DSC[9, 4] is an environment for distributed symbolic compu-
tation. A DSC program distributes code and the corresponding input data file
over the net. DSC is concerned more with the dynamic load balancing mecha-
nism than with the efficiency of basic parallel constructs (communication, process
creation). Nevertheless, some experiments with coarse grain applications such as
sparse linear solving, have shown good results using network of workstations [8].

There are many other parallel systems such as ||Maple||[20] (parallelism
is expressed using Horn clauses and a prototype has been implemented on
shared memory machine), PACLIB/pD[19] (parallel programming using fork-
join paradigm and message passing on shared or distributed memory architec-
ture) and MuPAD[17] (paradigm based on message passing and global object
– remote read/write – implemented on a distributed memory architecture). An
overview can be found in [18].

The goal of Πit is to extend, as a library, the general purpose language Aldor
for parallel programs. The library should be portable and efficient on the machine
it runs on. It should provide a basis for a high-level programming interface with
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a dynamic load balancing mechanism. Currently, we propose such an interface
based on a data parallelism paradigm.

2 Design of Πit

The target parallel architectures for the Πit library are networks of workstations.
One workstation could be a symmetric multi-processors (SMP) machine. The
library is written in the programming language Aldor and C. The interface
between Aldor and the parallel primitives provided by the operating system
or a library are written in C. This runtime system ensures the portability and
the efficiency of the whole library. It is viewed as a minimal parallel extension
to Foam [22, 1] (First Order Abstract Machine: target machine of the Aldor
compiler) and defines a set of functions that are callable by Aldor. The interface
can be implemented in a straight-forward fashion on top of existing libraries for
communication and thread management such as Athapascan [7] and MPI[10]
plus a thread package.

The Πit library itself is based on three layers:

level 0 contains the C-Aldor interface. It contains the basic categories and
domains for low-level access to the C runtime system. We refer to this in-
terface as the low-level interface of Πit. Its role is to be a portable low-level
library for parallel programming in Aldor.

level 1 offers both the control and the data parallel programming paradigms
with explicit mapping of tasks among processors. This layer is composed
of a set of Aldor domain and category definitions and it is based on the
low level interface of Πit. Communication by stream and (virtual) shared
memory, thread creation and synchronization are part of this interface.

level API provides a parallel application programming interface that hides low
level details such as synchronization and mapping of tasks of previous levels.
This interface is based on data parallelism paradigm and a general scheduler
that maps the created tasks to nodes automatically.

2.1 Level 0: Foam Extensions to Aldor

The C runtime of the Πit is a set of new definitions of the Foam functions
and types for parallel computations, with an interface that respects the Aldor
C calling convention [21]. The level 0 – Aldor interface maps the C runtime of
Πit interface. It defines the Aldor domain “Πit abstract machine” in the same
way as the definition of the Foam interface by the Aldor domain “machine”.

System environment composed of the definition of a set of variables: The
number of processors and a unique identifier (an integer) for each node (a node
is an address space (unix process)).

Data format of primitive Foam data types for communications. The format
of data is close to the definition of the MPI[10] or Athapascan-0b[3] data type.
Foam basic types have a format definition in Πit and complex data types in
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Aldor are explicitly (see section 2.2) translated to a set of basic format in a
recursive manner.

Message interface is responsible for communicating between nodes using
a port number. A message is a continuous memory region of basic data types or
a buffer. To send or receive data, a message is posted and a request is returned
in order to test the completion of the communication, i.e. it is an asynchronous
operation and the caller is not blocked. After the completion of the operation
the data could be (re-)used. Messages sent to a node and port identifiers are
buffered.

Light-weight processes or threads, for low cost management of new thread
of control with synchronization objects. The chosen interface is close to a subset1

(thread creation, mutex and condition variables) of POSIX 1003.1c (PThread)
without functions to control or change attributes of scheduling policies.

Remote service requests (close to active messages in [11]) to invoke func-
tions remotely. Basically a remote service request is a message and a handler
(a function). The given function is called with the data packed in the message.
The function is executed like an interruption of the C runtime support. It can-
not block but it can post messages. This feature is used to implement one-sided
communications (remote read/write, remote creation of thread).

Our implementation2 of the C runtime is based on top of Athapascan-
0b[3]3 which is a portable C library that offers a distributed thread system
which communicates via a network. Moreover, our choice in the set of functions
for the portability of the whole library permits us to remove about 50% of the
number4 of functions provided by Athapascan-0.

Unfortunately due to limitations on the current implementation of the Foam-
C library, the current implementation has one and only one thread of computa-
tion that executes an Aldor function. We hope to change this implementation
in the near future when a thread safe version of the Aldor runtime system is
available.

2.2 Level 1 - Communication Interface

Objects that can be sent over the net are variables of domains of the commu-
nicable category (ComType). Most of the basic domains in Aldor library have
been extended to be of this type of category. For example, the integer domain
Integer is extended to be of category ComType with

extend Integer: ComType == add {
write(s:OutStream, v:%):() == {...};
read(s:InStream): % == {...};

}

1 As defined in Athapascan-0b.
2 Note we also have an other implementation directly based on MPI plus a Posix

thread kernel.
3 This library is based on MPI and a Posix Thread kernel
4 Approximately 40 functions in level 0 should be compared to 100 functions in Atha-

pascan.
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Now, the programmer can use an integer value as arguments to functions
which could to be called remotely. Hence he or she does not have to change
existing code with a new type, i.e. ComInteger.

In addition, the level 0 – Aldor provides a stream interface and a distributed
shared memory (without management of copies) built on top of the message
interface and the remote service request. With respect to messages in the level-0
layer, identification of streams is done by using a node and a port number that
is globally unique. Operations onto stream are blocking.

A distributed shared memory domain provides remote write/read operations
and lock/unlock onto shared Aldor objects. The consistency of shared objects
is up to the responsibility of the user of these functions. At the creation, the
shared object could be allocated locally or on a remote node. A shared object
is a reference into a (virtual) shared memory. A read or write operation of a
shared object located on a remote processor is a communication: a copy is made
into or from a local Aldor variable. Due to a strong interaction5 between the
high-level parallel programming interface and the distributed garbage collector
of unused objects. In this level-1 layer all shared reference should be explicitly
destroyed because there exists no distributed garbage collector.

The following example illustrates the use of streams to communicate a shared
object (the reference) followed by the read operation to get its value. This portion
of code is supposed to run on a node and communicate with node 0 (per definition
the master node).

-- read a reference to a shared object from a new input stream
-- connected to node 0
inS : InStream := create( 0, portid);
ref: Shared(String) := read(inS);
close!(inS);
-- Take an exclusive access on the shared object
lock(ref);
-- read the value pointed by the reference to the shared object
val: String := read(ref);
<Do an update on ref ..>
-- Unlock the access to ref
unlock(ref);

2.3 Level 1 - Thread Creation

The Πit level 1 parallel programming interface is also based on the fork/join
scheme of computations. A thread of control can fork a task and wait until
its completion. Several threads inside a node share the memory of the (Unix)
process.

The following example shows the use of fork/join on local node.

-- function f
f(arg:Integer, res: Shared(Integer) ): ()== {

...write(res, value);...
}

5 For instance, the scope of an object is given by the semantics at the high-level
constructs.
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-- initialization of the the join variable
jv:JoinVar := create();
r1, r2: Shared(Integer); r1 = ...; r2 = ...
fork(jv, f, 2); -- span first task -> f(2)
fork(jv, f, 4); -- span second task -> f(4)
... -- do some more work
-- wait for the completion of f(2) and f(4)
wait jv;
destroy!(jv);
destroy!(r1); destroy!(r2);

Note, the join variable jv can be used as a synchronization variable for many
fork operations. The result of a function should be passed as a reference to an
object in its arguments.

The remote creation of thread is a communication. The Πit level 1 library
does not implement it, but it provides the basic mechanism as a remote service
request. A service is a function that must be registered to the Πit library. A
remote service request is composed of the identifier of the function and its effec-
tive parameters. This request is packed into a buffer, before a message is sent
over the network. At the receiving node, the message is unpacked and the Πit

runtime system calls the associated function with its effective parameters.

2.4 Level API

The common idea behind parallel programming paradigms is to abstract the
need of writing explicit synchronizations. Using a message passing interface (e.g.
PVM, MPI, BSP), the descriptions of synchronizations are given at the level of
remote data accesses.

Within the fork/join paradigm, the computations are split into tasks follow-
ing the dependencies provided by the user between data accesses. Therefore, syn-
chronization is expressed at the level of call of functions rather than at the level
of data accesses. The functional parallelism paradigm is based on the fact that a
purely functional program does not make side-effects and hence is relatively easy
to split into several tasks that can be executed in parallel. The computation of
synchronizations could be achieved automatically by a compiler. Nevertheless,
some experiences have shown that it is difficult to have good efficiency by using
automatic parallelization of programs. Therefore, code annotations have been
defined in order to specify a good grain of parallelism for both data and compu-
tation. For instance, using high-order functions, standard control structures are
abstract and could have efficient parallel implementations such as data parallel
evaluation over collection (e.g. parallel map, parallel reduction).

name definition example

pmap (GT , T → S) → GS ([a, b, c, d], f) 7→ [f(a), f(b), f(c), f(d)]
preduce (GT , (T, T ) → T, T ) 7→ T ([a, b, c, d],⊕, n) 7→ [a ⊕ b ⊕ c ⊕ d]
combine (GT , GS) 7→ GT×S ([a, b, c], [1, 2, 3, 4]) 7→ [(a, 1), (b, 2), (c, 3)]

Table 1. Parallel collection functions in Πit
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In order to support data parallelism, Πit provides an interface with parallel
map pmap, parallel reduce preduce and combine. Table 1 shows the types of of
pmap, preduce and combine. The mapping of f(a), f(b), . . . can be executed in
parallel, assuming that the order of execution of applying f to the arguments
a, b, . . . are independent. Hence f is not allowed to update any shared resources.
Parallel reduce preduce works in a similar way: no order of the reduction is
assumed. Parallel map as well as parallel reduce are implemented with Aldor
generators [21].

square(i:Integer):Integer == i * i;
-- register square
rsquare := register(square);
...
-- create our list 1, 2, 3, ... 10
gin:Generator(Integer) := generator(1..10);
-- apply rsaquare to 1, 2, 3, ... 10
gout:Generator(Integer) := pmap(rsquare)(gin);
for res in gout repeat {

print << gout ;
}

In the above example, gin is a generator containing the elements 1, 2, . . . 10.
The function pmap(rsquare) returns a function that has to be applied with
a generator. As soon as we apply the created gin to the returned function,
10 threads are created and enqueued in the the ready task list. The function
immediately returns an output generator containing the result. The results are
printed in the for loop. If any result is ready, then it will be returned (i.e. in
the above example printed), otherwise the task is suspended until a result has
been calculated. Note, the order of execution is random (in the above example a
possible output could be 81, 16, 4, 1, 64, 49, 100, 36, 25, 9). The function preduce
works in the same way. Again, the parallel/distributed execution is hidden from
the user.

We are still experimenting with this layer in order to have a user friendly
interface and an efficient implementation.

3 Experimentation of Level-0

Two kind of experiments were done in order to estimate the impact of our de-
sign and implementation relative to the maximum performance possible. Firstly,
experiments were run to measure the loss of performance (latency, bandwidth)
between the implementation of our low-layer C interface between underlying li-
brary of communication and the library of thread management. The second set
of experiments show the impact of Aldor to C calls that increase the latency.

Experiments were done with a IBM SP1.x6 running AIX3.2.5 at the IMAG
located in Grenoble, France. The C interface was based on top of Athapascan-
0b which is based on MPI-F, the IBM implementation of MPI, and a Posix thread
kernel. On this parallel machine the theoretical bandwidth is 40 MBytes/s, and

6 Processors are Power1 and interfaces to high-speed network are TB2.
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the practical obtainable is about 28 MBytes/s using MPI-F. Hence, we decided
to compare our result using Πit with both Athapascan and MPI-F.

For small sized messages (from 32 bytes to 4 kBytes), figures 1 and 2 shows
the bandwidth and the over-cost of MPI, Athapascan-0b and Πit. For 32 bytes
size messages, the over-cost is 50% for Athapascan-0b versus MPI-F and 55%
for Πit versus MPI-F. This is explained by the increase of latency of implemen-
tation (more function calls to effectively attack communication primitives).
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Figure 3 shows medium-size messages (from 16kB to 512kB) for the three dif-
ferent layers used by our Πit implementation. The program is a ping/pong data
exchange. The Πit program uses the low-level interface in Aldor, which is a
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link to our low-level C interface based on Athapascan-0b. For 16kB size, band-
widths are 9.7MB/s with MPI-F, 8.8MB/s with Athapascan-0b and 8.7MB
with Πit. At the larger size 512kB, this values are respectively about 27MB
with MPI-F and 24.8 for both Athapascan-0b and Πit.

Relative differences are showed in figure 4. Most of the loss in performance
versus MPI-F comes at the Athapascan-0b layer: Athapascan-0b’s bandwidth
is less than those of MPI of about 11% for 16kB messages, and less than 6% for
512kB messages. These results are to be compared with less than 2% of loss in
performance with Πit versus Athapascan-0b.

Important results are: less than 20% of loss of performance of communication
versus MPI-F are achieved for message of size 4 kBytes, and for big messages
(more than 16kBytes) the loss of performance is at least 6%.

4 Conclusions and Future Work

We have defined a minimal interface for a portable library. We implemented the
communication library Πit for parallel, distributed programming in Aldor. 95%
of the library is written in Aldor itself, 5% is written in the C language. Level 0
is inspired from Athapascan with an interface to fewer functions. The imple-
mentation of that interface has shown good efficiency of communication. On top
of this level we defined a set of categories and domains for a natural integration
in Aldor. This layer implements only a few parallel programming paradigms,
i.e. message passing, remote service requests, threads, shared memory. In order
to overcome the difficulties that Aldor programmers would run into by using
level 1, we implemented an API based on data parallel programming model.
Hence, the API user does not have to care about low-level details. Level 0 and 1
has been implemented and documented.

In the future we will test our API level for efficiency and easy of use before we
are releasing the library. Target applications come from linear algebra (Gaussian
elimination, rank computation,...) used in the

∑it library. These experimenta-
tions will permit us to tune a few schedulers on two main architectures: a network
of workstations and a parallel computer with high-performance network such as
the IBM-SP.
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